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IRS Health Care Reform Enforcement Lacks
Authority
The IRS has been tasked with ensuring all American taxpayers have health insurance under
President Obama’s health care reform bill. The Senate bill makes it compulsory for individuals
to purchase health insurance and businesses to offer it. Many would be receiving subsidies to
finance this insurance.
The whole purpose of this mandatory law is to get more healthy Americans to buy health
insurance so that the risk of older less healthy Americans is spread out among a much broader
base of people. Tax credits will be given for those earning between $22,050 and $88,200. Those
who flout the law would be fined up to $750 for individuals and $3,000 for businesses.
But this new task for the IRS to carry out has its own problems. The enforcement of it would
cost the IRS between $5 and $10 billion over the next 10 years in terms of new workload
according to a Congressional Budget Office estimate issued on March 11. But there are no extra
funds for the expansion of the IRS forthcoming. Furthermore, the IRS is not given any means to
collect penalties from individuals and businesses who do not buy health insurance.
The Joint Committee on Taxation rightfully observes that the uses of liens and seizures normally
used as a penalty for tax evasion cannot be used in the case of non-compliance with the health
care reform bill. A person who does not take up health coverage is not subject to criminal or
civil penalties under the IRS code and neither does interest accrue for not paying such
assessments in a timely manner.
This leaves the IRS with virtually no means of enforcing the fines in the health care reform bill.
The only thing the IRS can do is to deduct the health insurance cost from whatever tax credits,
refunds or federal benefits a taxpayer is due. But if you are not due to receive any refund or tax
credit then there is no way the IRS can enforce the health care reform bill requirements on you.
Thus this bill is truly a voluntary tax on the part of the taxpayer.
However, those who support the bill say that the lack of ability to enforce the bill will not deter
Americans from buying into compulsory health insurance. This is because the usual reason
people do not purchase health insurance is because they cannot afford it. But with the health
care reform bill, now they can.
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